swifthost
MANAGED HOSTING

OVERVIEW

First and foremost, we appreciate your
interest in our business. Swift Host is
pioneering a new hosting business that
demands partners rather than providers.
Years in the data management business
have taught us that businesses are taking a
new approach to managing their IT. Many
business are adopting the internet in every
facet of their company to improve their
operations, the down side is most providers
oﬀer unmanaged solutions, because of this
data retention, ownership and security are
compromised. We have worked with clients
who in past have been "pigeon hold" and
"fear mongered" into a "total control"
situation from their provider. We believe
this approach to be bad business and not
transparent. Our goal is educate, develope
and produce solutions that give businesses
the freedom to make proper decisions
Our goal is to partner with a client to create
their required application environment and
build it for them providing documentation,
recommendations and independent recovery situations.

CORE BUSINESS
Application Infrastructure can be any
web or server based environment that
we provision and conﬁgure in our data
centres to host your applications (the
cloud). We then work with out clients
to build an system sphere that matches
their requirements. We host Intranets,
websites, accounting systems and
much more.

OUR METHOD
Most clients don't understand or have
speciﬁcations for their application
requirements, each situation is diﬀerent and in order to give the best cost
and best plan we have to take this
approach.
Using our “On Growth Demand” we
slowly create your System sphere over
time, adding and adjusting infrastructure resources to match the usage.
The cost are typically broken into
three categories; server costs, support
costs & software license costs.

OUR PROCESS
INITIAL MEETING
Either in person or virtual we will discuss
your requirements and what your
looking to improve.

PROVISION BASE SERVER
Provision your basic server based on
requirements from meeting.

CONFIGURATION

Setup and conﬁgure your application
based on your requirements.

DEVELOPMENT
Our infrastructure technicians will
develop your infrastrucutre so we can
begin hosting your applications

DOCUMENTATION
We will provide documentation based
on your application and infrastructure,
and disaster recovery situation

LAUNCH
Launch your infrastructure and migrate
your application, employees and system

SUPPORT
Support and maintain your systems and
prepare emergency disaster recovery
documentation

FEATURES
• Dedicated IP Address
• DDoS Prevention
• ESXI Access
• Uptime Monitoring
• SSD Hard Drives
• On Growth Demand
• Account Manager
• Documentation

WHAT DOES IT COST?
Using our On Growth Demand service our
pricing scales based on requirement. This allows
us to break down our costs into three categories;

1. Server/Infrastructure Costs
• Number of Processor cores
• Amount of Memory
• Amount of Harddrive space
• Number of Back up Locations
2. Support & Development Costs
• Infrastructure Conﬁguration
• Application Conﬁguration
• Security Modelling
• Documentation Creation
3. Software & Licenses
• Application License Costs
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